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ABSTRACT
Generative Art is a creative approach that has found applications in
several artistic disciplines. In some of these disciplines, formaliza-
tion has historically played an important role, which predisposes
them for employing generative methods. In dance, the relationship
to Generative Art is less obvious and the role of formalization is
more contested than in other disciplines. This paper tries to con-
tribute to an understanding of the specific role that Generative Art
currently plays in dance. It does so by proposing a taxonomy of
topics that cover both common and dance specific aspects of Gen-
erative Art. This taxonomy is used for comparing a wide diversity
of generative works that have been created in the context of dance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generative Art is a creative approach that has found applications
in several artistic disciplines. Some disciplines have a long tradition
of employing formalization and abstraction as elements of artistic
thinking and to represent and structure creative processes. This
predisposes these disciplines for the adoption of generativemethods.
In dance, formalization and abstraction play a less prominent role
and their usefulness is more contested. Some of the reasons for this
involve dance’s reliance on tacit knowledge and a preoccupation
with the human body as material object and experiential resource,
both of which are difficult to formalize. This renders the creative
possibilities that Generative Art offers for dance less obvious. This
paper tries to contribute to an understanding of the specific role that
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Generative Art currently plays in dance. It does so by proposing
a taxonomy of topics that cover both common and dance specific
aspects of Generative Art. This taxonomy is used to structure an
survey of and comparison among generative works that have been
created in the context of dance. To illustrate the usefulness of such
a taxonomy, some topics are identified that rank prominently in
generative art but lack attention in generative dance, or vice versa.
These topics can serve as starting points for future research and
creation that would benefit from and foster a mutual exchange
between Generative Dance and Generative Art.

2 BACKGROUND
The termGenerative Art employed here refers to artistic approaches
that delegate the creation of an artwork to a partially or fully auto-
mated process[17, 29, 35]. The term Generative Dance is used here
in alignment with these definitions for dance specific applications of
Generative Art. While generative processes don’t necessarily have
to be realized through technical means, this is by far the most pop-
ular approach. For this reason, Generative Dance strongly overlaps
with the field of Dance and Technology.

Several overviews highlight the potential of technology for dance.
An overview[93] outlines different dance-specific motivations to
work with technology such as: experiment with other environments
than the stage, blur boundaries between audiences and performers,
render hidden aspects of dance visible, or provide new methods
for teaching. Another overview[52] focuses on creative applica-
tions of motion capture, including for example gestural interaction,
character animation, and computational art. Many of these moti-
vations and applications also play an important role in Generative
Dance. Three reviews focus on choreographic software and describe
their role as artistic material and language[26], their approach to
movement representation[1] and their changing use of algorithmic
techniques[77]. These reviews identify a close proximity between
choreographic thinking and algorithmic approaches for which they
provide a historical context.

The relationship between dance and technology is the subject of
several debates, some of which raises principled concerns. Blades
characterizes this relationship as schizophrenic[16] since technol-
ogy is readily accepted as a tool and simultaneously criticized for
being dismissive of the body and incompatible with the ephemeral
characteristics of dance. This raises fears that technology dehuman-
izes dance[76] and alienates dancers and audiences from an expe-
riential and intellectual relationship with movement[88]. Others
have countered this opinion by emphasizing technology’s capabil-
ity to challenge our understanding of dance[16, 74] and to open up
new avenues for envisioning[80] and experiencing dance[41].
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Other debates deal with more practical issues. These include the
removal of essential context in digital representations of dance[93],
the blindness of sensing technology to nuanced and invisible as-
pects of dance[65], and the difficulty of formalizing dance as highly
idiosyncratic creative practice[1, 95]. Technological developments
have emerged to address some these issues. Examples include the
framework of Somaesthetics[81] which takes into account somatic
practices for designing interaction technology [79] and the field
of interactive machine learning which adopts machine learning as
creative technique to support idiosyncratic and exploratory artistic
workflows[34].

Generative Dance is in a potentially unique position to reflect
on and contribute to this debate in a constructive manner. This
is because it has garnered expertise in formalizing idiosyncratic
creative processes to bring them into the computational domain.
And it is also because it has adopted in many instances sophisticated
techniques for modeling biological, social, and cultural processes.
Accordingly, Generative Dance contributes to the development of
principled approaches for converging natural and artificial forms
of embodied creativity.

3 TAXONOMY
The chosen taxonomy identifies six main topics, each of which
is divided into several subtopics. The main topics are: Domain,
Contribution, Manifestation, Autonomy, Representation, Process.

The topic Domain refers to the domain of application of gen-
erative systems. Subtopics are: Creation: systems support dance
creation, Performance: systems employed during performance, Ex-
hibition: systems created for exhibitions, Teaching: systems for
dance education, Dissemination: systems created for explanatory
purposes, Research: systems created for research

The topic Contribution deals with the contribution of dancers
to the realization of generative systems. Subtopics are: Performer :
dancers participate as performers on stage,Data: dancers contribute
to data acquisition, Survey: dancers evaluate a system, Consultation:
dancers are consulted as experts, Participation: dancers directly
contribute to development, Collaboration: dancers are members of
the project team

The topic Manifestation specifies how generative systems are
made perceivable. Subtopics are: Human: humans play the role of a
generative system, Score: systems create scores for humans, Arti-
ficial Dancer : systems appear as artificial dancers, Media: systems
generate synthetic media

The topic Autonomy addresses the agency of generative systems.
Subtopics are: Control: systems respond to discrete inputs with
discrete outputs, Instrument: systems respond to continuous input
with continuous output, Support: systems support human creativity,
Collaboration: systems contribute to decision making, Autonomous:
systems make decisions of their own

The topic Representation deals with the abstractions generative
systems operate on. Subtopics are: Pose: systems manipulate dance
poses, Motion: systems manipulate dance motions, Behavior: sys-
tems specify behaviors, Cognition: systems model mental processes,
Group: systems specify group behaviors, Structure: systems deal
with choreographic structure

The topic Process refers to the operational principle of generative
systems. Subtopics are: Random: systems mainly use randomness,
Rules: systems employ computational rules, Simulation: systems em-
ploy computer simulations, Evolution: systems adapt through artifi-
cial evolution, Machine-Learning: systems adapt through machine-
learning

An overview of the taxonomy including the different approaches
employedwithin each subtopic that are described in this publication
is provided in figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Taxonomy Overview Part 1: Compilation of all
approaches belonging to the topics Domain, Contribution,
Manifestation

The choice of topics and subtopics is partially informed by pre-
vious classification systems. A topic similar to Domain has been
employed in a survey to distinguish between different uses of in-
teractive technology in the creative process [95]. The notion of
Autonomy refers to the informal use of the term in dance and the-
ater research to describe modes of interactive relationships between
performer and digital instrument [50], forms of automation in robot
theater[64], interaction patterns between dancer and visuals sup-
porting kinaesthetic creativity [43], and combined levels of agency
for choreographers and interactive systems[20]. The topic Mani-
festation relates to the notion of Sensory Outcomes employed in a
framework for comparing generative artworks [29]. The topics Rep-
resentation and Process are inspired by a survey of choreographic
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Figure 2: Taxonomy Overview Part 2: Compilation of all ap-
proaches belonging to the topics Autonomy, Representation,
Process

software tools[1]. A recently published review[51] classifies compu-
tational techniques for dance automation under several categories.
Those categories that are most directly related to the approach
chosen here are: dance semantics, dance generation, and dance pro-
cessing. The category dance semantics addresses similar aspects as
the topic Representation, and the categories dance generation and
dance processing are related to aspects discussed under the topic
Process.

4 EXAMPLES
The survey presents a selection of examples that are considered
representative of the diversity of the field. The search has mostly
been limited to examples that are documented through academic

publications and that provide a detailed description of their gener-
ative approach. This comes at a cost of neglecting a much larger
body of works that is documented outside of academia.

4.1 Domain
4.1.1 Creation. Early on, generative systems have been applied
for creating choreographies for human dancers[56]. Since then, the
development of choreographic systems has developed into at least
three directions. One direction maintains the principle of gener-
ating instructions for human interpretation[75, 82, 84]. A second
direction involves generative systems that support the creative pro-
cess of choreographers[10, 21, 22, 24, 42, 74, 86]. A third direction
deals with the fully automated creation of choreographies mainly as
proof concept for research purposes (see 4.1.6). Several generative
systems have been developed to support dancers in their creative
process[5, 6, 27, 59, 67, 68].

4.1.2 Performance. Several examples employ generative systems
to create synthetic media with which dancers can interact[11, 12, 15,
19, 48, 49]. In one example, a generative system mediates between
a dancer and an acoustic instrument[72]. Several examples stage
a duet between a human and a software-based artificial dancer[8,
33, 53, 57, 66]. Sometimes, the artificial dancers appear as robots
alongside human dancers[32, 47, 54, 92]. Two examples present
performances with robotic dancers only[28, 45]. In some examples,
generative systems generate live scores[82, 83] and/or dancers acts
as generative system while performing[23, 75, 82].

4.1.3 Exhibition. Two examples enable a visitor to interact with a
software-generated artificial dancer[46, 62]. One example presents
a robotic installation[39].

4.1.4 Teaching. One example familiarizes professional dancers
with specific movement techniques employed by the Emio Greco |
PC dance company[2] Two examples teach basic dance techniques
for Ballet[85], Hip-Hop, or Contemporary Dance[90] to beginner
level students.

4.1.5 Dissemination. Several systems disseminate idiosyncratic
techniques of individual choreographers such as the contrapunctual
technique by William Forsythe[25, 80], the score-based patterns by
Jonathan Burrows andMatteo Fargion1, and the movement ideation
technique by Thomas Hauert2.

4.1.6 Research. Two systems create fully automated choreogra-
phies for Waltz[70] or Ballet[94]. One example employs a com-
putational ecosystem as choreographic system[4]. Two examples
deal with the automated generation of dance movements from
music[60, 61]. Some examples employ dance principles to develop
new methodologies for interaction design[58, 63] or robotics[78].

4.2 Contribution
4.2.1 Performer. In several examples, dancers are involved as per-
formers in public showings in which they interact with generative
systems on stage [8, 11, 12, 15, 19, 23, 32, 33, 47–49, 53, 54, 56, 57,
66, 69, 72, 83, 92]. In the case of ViFlow, dancers can both author a
generative system and subsequently perform with it [19].
1Online Score "Seven Duets" scores.motionbank.org/jbmf/#/set/a-parallel-world
2Online Score "Two" scores.motionbank.org/two/#/set/impulse
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4.2.2 Data. Two examples acquire data from publicly available
video recordings of dance[60, 61]. Several examples task dancers to
performwhile beingmotion captured[5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 24, 38, 62, 66–
68].

4.2.3 Survey. For an educational installation, the interaction and
the perception of movement was evaluated by professional dancers
through interviews[33]. The ability of choreographic systems to
support the creative process was evaluated by choreography stu-
dents through observation combined with interviews[22, 86] or
ratings[86]. The suitability of a choreographic system for basic
dance education was assessed by dance teachers through ratings[85,
90]. The creativity support provided by an artificial dancer was eval-
uated through self-reporting, note-taking, and video recording of a
single professional dancer[5].

4.2.4 Consultation. Poses and motions for an improvising hu-
manoid robotic dancer were selected by professional dancers[45].
The formal rules for generating Ballet enchaînements were devel-
oped based on interviews with Ballet teachers[85]. Dancers were
interviewed at the start and end of a dance production about their
preferences for different versions of a generative system[48]. The
choice of response behaviors for an artificial dancer was informed
by advice from a theater practitioner[46]. Design and performance
experts evaluated prototypes of a robotic dancer[92].

4.2.5 Participatory. Dancers contributed to the design of a software-
based artificial dancer by sketching ideas, metaphors and inspira-
tions for interaction scenarios[2]. For the creation of a robotic
dancer, dance students explored CAD designs by embodying them
and forms of interactionwith a partially implemented prototype[92].
In iterative sessions, dancers contributed to the design of interactive
behaviors for a robotic dancer[47].

4.2.6 Collaboration. The dance company Emio Greco | PC was in-
volved as collaborator in the design of an educational installation[2].
A choreographer contributed to the development of drone robots
through a somaesthetic design approach[32]. Dancers transferred
their movement skills to a non-anthropomorphic robot by wearing
a costume in the shape of the robot[78]. Dance experts contributed
to the design of fitness functions for choreographic systems[21, 22].

4.3 Manifestation
4.3.1 Human. In the piece Echo::system, dancers’ move at dis-
crete time intervals along a grid in analogy to early computer
simulations[23]. TheA/RMA choreographic language instructs dancers
to respond to stage props and audience members according to rules
that are inspired by interactive media[75]. In several pieces in-
spired by live-coding, dancers act as interpreters of a programming
language[82, 83].

4.3.2 Score. The scores generated by Lansdown’s choreographic
systems display graphical elements from the Benesh Notation system
or semi-realistic body outlines, with the former shown to profes-
sional dancers and the latter to children[56]. The scores by Bur-
rows and Fargion initially used musical notation and later on num-
bers and/or words as abstract references for dance movements[71].
Number-based references to dance movements were also used in
scores for a duet between a human and artificial dancer[57]. Several

text-based scores employ syntax and rules that are reminiscent of
programming languages[23, 75, 82, 83]. The scores generated by the
Terpsicode programming language consist of photographs depicting
dance poses[84].

4.3.3 Artificial Dancer. Two examples display their software-based
dancers as humanoid avatars to help with the readability of their
relationship to human dancers[53, 67]. Two examples alternate
between abstract and humanoid representations of an artificial
dancer[68], one of them to illustrate the dancer’s learning progress[8].
In other examples, the morphology of a non-anthropomorphic arti-
ficial dancer is visualized[13, 33].

Among robotic dancers, there is only one example with a hu-
manoid shape[45]. The other examples employ non-anthropomorphic
robots to avoid anthropomorphizing projections[47, 92] or because
of functional requirements[32, 54, 72], or both[28, 39]. These robots
include a re-purposed wheel-chair[47], inverted pendulums[28], a
cube[78], a SpiderCrab[92], illuminated bars[39], quadcopters[32,
54], and an electromechanical piano[72].

4.3.4 Media. Several examples visualize the movement of a large
number of elements as simple graphical elements that highlight
their position or trajectory. These visuals are projected on the
stage[15, 19, 48] or the dancers[15, 49] or both[11]. Some of these
examples employ the same generative system to simultaneously
create synthetic audio. This improves the system’s readability [48],
for instance by revealing aspects of its internal functioning[13]
or by highlighting its spatial organization[11, 48]. Two examples
deviate from this approach. The piece Piano&Dancer employs a
generative system to play an acoustic instrument[14]. The piece
Sound Choreography<>Body Code employs the acoustic output of a
sound synthesis system to alter a dance score[83].

4.4 Autonomy
4.4.1 Control. Control mechanisms play a dominant role in those
examples in which human dancers act as generative system. The
rules specify trigger conditions for choosing a specific action or for
modifying the currently executed action[23, 75, 82]. Discrete action
selection mechanisms are also employed for some robotic dancers,
to make them mirror actions of a human dancers[62], execute reflex
reactions[46], or reproduce action-response patterns[37].

4.4.2 Instrument. Several examples establish relationships between
dancers and generative systems through continuous interaction.
Frequently, this relationship imitates physical principles such as
the collisions between objects[19], the stirring of fluids[48], the
damping of vibrations[2], or the propulsion by forces[11, 91].

Several dance robots modulate their behavior in response to
continuous input. Examples include robots whose travel distance
is proportional to the amplitude of sounds[54], that are directed
through hand gestures towards different positions on stage[32], or
that convert input oscillations into translational movements[28].

4.4.3 Support. Some score generating systems for human dancers
offer room for interpretation. Both the system designed by Lans-
down for children[56] and Terpsicode[84] create scores that specify
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peak poses and leave the gaps in between open for creative explo-
ration. Several text-based scores offer dancers room of creative de-
cisions either through interpretation or by modifying them[82, 83].

Two examples create motions for abstract bodies as source for
creative inspiration. The Choreographic Language Agent creates geo-
metrical animations that foster the dancers’ use ofmental imagery[59].
Another system supports the creativity of choreographers by trans-
latingmetaphors of energy propagation into physical simulations[42].

4.4.4 Collaboration. One choreographic system completes a mo-
tion that has been partially specified by a choreographer[86]. The
choreographic systemsCochoreo[22] and Scuddle[22] produce either
complete or incomplete body poses as inspirations for deviating
from dance habits. Some choreographic systems employ interac-
tive artificial evolution to help choreographers explore a space of
possibilities. Examples include the design of behaviors for artificial
body limbs[12], the creation of movements for artificial dancers syn-
chronized to music[30], and the creation of flocking-based group
behaviors[31]. Two machine-learning based choreographic systems
generate synthetic motions in a collaborative manner by taking
turns with a human choreographer[24], or by providing different
methods to explore pose or motion representations[10, 74].

Several examples employ artificial dancers as co-improvisation
partners for human dancers. Principles of improvisation are based
on matching movement qualities[33], the interpretation of live-
generated scores[57], or the mirroring and variation of dance poses
or motions[6, 8, 46, 66–68, 92]. The interaction with an electrome-
chanical piano switches between instrument-type and collaborative
forms with the dancer modifying through movement a musical
score or affecting a swarm simulation[72].

The piece Sound Choreography<>Body Code creates a collabo-
rative situation with two live coding systems, one for generating
synthetic music and one for creating a dance score, mutually affect-
ing each other[83].

4.4.5 Autonomous. Several choreographic systems created for re-
search operate fully autonomously. This includes systems for gen-
erating Waltz and Ballet sequences[70, 94], systems for translating
music into movement [60, 61], and an ALive inspired computational
ecosystems[3, 4].

Some systems acting as artificial dancers operate autonomously.
The system Becoming employs a software-based dancer to which
human dancers can relate to through kinaesthetic empathy[59]
The installation Performative Ecologies: Dancers hosts several robots
that share learned movements among themselves[39]. The piece
Robodanza employs a single robot that improvises to music [45].

4.5 Representation
4.5.1 Pose. Several examples operate on pose representations that
are identical to those obtained from motion capture[5, 7, 8, 53, 74].
Synthetic motions that are created from these poses often lack
realism, which is either critised[53] or embraced[5, 7, 8, 74].

Some examples employ pose representations that are suitable for
human interpretation. The system Cochoreo adopts the pose repre-
sentation of the idanceForms choreographic tool which lends itself
to interactive manipulation[21]. The system Scuddle represents
poses through graphical drawings and textual descriptions that

specify keypoint rotations, height levels, and effort qualities[22].
The system Terpsicode represents poses as photographic images
and classification labels[84].

4.5.2 Motion. Several systems represent motion as a sequence
of poses[10, 53, 61, 74]. These systems typically preserve stylistic
aspects of dance at the cost of physical plausibility. The Viewpoints
AI system operates on pose sequences and gestural representations
including aspects such as tempo, duration, repetition, topography,
and shape[46]. The music to movement translation system by Lee
and colleagues divides pose sequences into temporally standardized
motion patterns that can be synchronized to musical rhythm[60].
The choreographic systems by Soga and colleagues operate on
elementary motions correspond either to Ballet steps[85], or Hip-
Hop steps, or the movement language of a specific Contemporary
Dance teacher[90].

Several examples represent dance by a symbolic vocabulary that
refers to elementary motions. Gillies and colleagues employ an
artificial dancer that creates responses to a human dancer based on
matching motion labels[37]. The Dancing Genome Project generates
scores as sequences of numbers that index a vocabulary of basic
motions[57]. Some examples combine a vocabulary of motions with
a representation of their transitions[56, 66–68].

Dubbin and Stanley represent motion as sinusoidal rotational
velocities of body joints for artificial dancers[30].

4.5.3 Behavior. At the most basic level, the behavior of robotic
dancers is created through open-loop control. This method is em-
ployed for creating a vocabulary of motions[78], translating a midi
score into motor commands for keys and pedals of an electrome-
chanical piano[14], or switching between different locomotion
behaviors[28].

Some examples combine closed-loop control with action selec-
tion for their robotic dancers. In the piece Aeroquake, the robots
execute a single action (up-down motion) depending on the acous-
tic amplitude of a dancer stamping on the ground[54] In the piece
ReCallas/Medea, the robots sense hand gestures executed by a per-
former based on which they either move towards the performer or
towards a destination on stage[32]. In the piece The Dynamic Still,
a robot chooses among the actions wiggling, imitation, or following
based on its distance and orientation to a dancer[47]. The Spidercrab
robot senses the position of a dancer’s hand and then chooses one
of the following actions: imitation, follow, and oppose[92].

Several examples create behaviors for artificial dancers by sim-
ulating their actuated morphologies. These behaviors represent
specific emotional and aesthetic qualities [33, 58] or mimic specific
dance movements[42]. Two examples combine an actuated mor-
phology with a representation of the cause of actuation, which is
either a neural network[13], the propagation energy[42], or the
colors and contours in a video film[59].

4.5.4 Cognition. Two examples model cognitive capabilities for ar-
tificial dancers. The Viewpoint AI installation represents two types
of gestural memories, a permanent memory for innate gestures
and a volatile memory for learned gestures[46]. The piece Robo-
danza represents four motivational states of the robot that affect
it’s capability to learn to improvise to music[45].
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4.5.5 Group. Some examples translate methods for coordinating
human dancers or musicians into generative principles. The Coun-
terpoint tool represents the alignment principle in the counterpoint
technique employed by Forsythe[25]. The Online Score Seven Duets
represents the score-based patterning mechanisms used by Burrows
and Fargion to coordinate their stage behaviors3. The Online Score
Two represents the group improvisation principle used by Thomas
Hauert 4.

Two examples translate computational principles into rules for
coordinating the activities between dancers[82] or between dancers,
audience members, and stage props[75]. Some examples represent
group behaviors using techniques from Artificial Life such as flock-
ing simulations[11, 15, 31] or computational ecosystems[3, 4].

The installation Performative Ecologies draws inspiration from
social mechanisms of creativity for evaluating and sharing suc-
cessful movements[39]. In two other examples, the coordinated
activities of robots are either prescripted[32] or created through
remote control[28].

4.5.6 Structure. Several examples employ scores that specify struc-
tural aspects of a choreography. The system employed in the piece
Echo::system represents stage space, directions, and timings of dance
movements in discretized form[23] The systems by Lansdom gener-
ate scores that specify the dancers’ poses, height levels, orientations,
and movement timing or their body configurations, stage positions,
and facing directions[56]. The piece Hacking Choreography beta
v.01 employs a score that represents categories of objects and their
distribution on stage[82].

Several choreographic systems complement a vocabulary-based
motion representations with choreographic information. The sys-
tem DANCING specifies step sequences and spatial positions for
Waltz dance[70]. The system Tour Jeté, Pirouette combines Ballet
steps with a positional representation of dancers on stage[94]. A
system for dance education represents basic Ballet steps alongside
information about their enchainment, physical exertion, and ease
of memorability[85].

4.6 Process
4.6.1 Random. The choreographic system Tour Jeté, Pirouette se-
lects random steps and rejects those that cause collisions among
dancers[94]. The choreographic system by Soga and colleagues
extends a user selected motion by randomly choosing additional
motions and timings that are compatible with the user’s choice[86].
Two software-based artificial dancers employ randomness as part
of an interaction mechanism, by randomly navigating a representa-
tional space of poses[5] or by randomly choosing one gesture[62].

4.6.2 Rules. Rules play a central role for generating scores for
human dancers or for dancers who behave as generative system.
Coleman and Byrne devised rules specifying the directions of dance
movements and their timing[23]. The A/RMA system defines dance
movements and rules for their triggering such as thresholds for
distances to audience members or loudness of music[75]. In one
of the Hacking Choregraphy pieces, the score contains rules for a
dancer to select actions depending on the actions taken by another

3Online Score "Seven Duets" scores.motionbank.org/jbmf/#/set/a-parallel-world
4Online Score "Two" scores.motionbank.org/two/#/set/impulse

dancer[82]. The piece Sound Choreography<>Body Code combines
to sets of rules, one for changing sequences of dance instructions
based on the frequency of music, and one for changing functions
for sound synthesis based on the position of the dancer[83]. The
Terpsicode language provides rules that determine the sequence,
timing, and rhythm at which photographs of dance poses are shown
to dancers[84]. A choreographic system by Lansdown employs a
state machine to handle transitions probabilities between dance
movements[56]. Another choreographic system by the same author
uses rules to test the compatibility of successive dance poses[56].
The choreographic systems by Soga and colleagues employs state
machines to concatenate Ballet steps[85], organize the structure and
repetition of Hip-Hop steps, or assign specific motions to dramatic
sections in Contemporary Dance[90]

Rules are employed to control how robotic dancers responds to
human dancers. The piece Dynamic Still employs different Behav-
ioral Sketches for a robotic dancer, eachwith distinct rules specifying
interaction patterns and triggering conditions[47]. The piece Re-
Callas/Medea contains rules for identifying different gestures of
a performer and translating them into response reactions for the
drone robots[32]. The piece Areoquake contains rules for triggering
up-down motions of drone robots which are executed immediately
or with delay[54]. Rules control the mapping between Laban Ef-
fort Factors observed in human dancers and those exhibited by
a SpiderCrab robot[92]. The piece Piano&Dancer employs rules
for algorithmic composition that translate qualitative aspects of a
dancer’s movements into transformations of a musical score[72].

4.6.3 Simulation. Two examples employ simulations of physical
phenomena to create interactive synthetic media. The ViFlow sys-
tem employs a particle simulation dancer’s can interact with by
means of shapes attached to hands and torso with which parti-
cles collide[19]. The piece Encoded employs an interactive fluid
dynamics simulation to which the dancer’s movements are added
as velocity-based perturbations[87].

Several examples employ physical simulations to model the mor-
phology of artificial bodies. The choreographic system by Hsieh
and Luciani creates physical representations of specific dance move-
ments by simulating how energy propagates through a minimalist
model of a body[42]. The installation Becoming employs an artificial
dancer that contorts its body consisting of a set of masses through
simulated muscle activations[59]. In the piece Effet Papillon, a one-
dimensional mass-spring system filters a dancer’s movements for
controlling light and sound[2]. The installation Double Skin/Double
Mind employs two small two-dimensional mass-spring systems,
one for creating motions and one for returning to rest[2]. The piece
Chiselling Bodies employs a similar mass-spring system but adds
a third layer with a large number of springs to create more com-
plex movements[2]. A combination of mass-spring and particle
system models the branches and leaves of an abstract three[58].
The pieces Phantom Limb and Polytopya employ a mass-spring
systems to model the morphology of limbs and an artificial neural
network that senses and changes the configuration of the morphol-
ogy [12, 13].

Several examples employ multi-agent simulations. The Counter-
Point tool simulates a group of agents that exhibit and coordinate
their arm rotations and translational movements [25]. A flocking

http://scores.motionbank.org/jbmf/#/set/a-parallel-world
http://scores.motionbank.org/two/#/set/impulse
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simulation is used for translating principles from Laban Move-
ment Analysis into expressive animations for abstract objects [63].
A modified version of the CounterPoint tool extends a standard
flocking simulation with three customized agent behaviors Freeze,
Explore, and Hide[31]. This version also employs a state machine
to control how behaviors change over time or based on conditions
such as proximity and visibility of agents and obstacles. Several
dance pieces employ interactive flocking simulations that include
agent behaviors for perceiving and responding to poses and move-
ments of dancers[11, 15]. Agent responses include: avoid a dancer’s
movements, propel along a dancer’s movements, remain within
the silhouette of dancer, trace the body contour of a dancer. The
flocking simulation in the piece Piano&Dancer implements several
agent behaviors for controlling a piano: a discretization behavior
to map agents to key positions and velocities, a cohesion behav-
ior that places agents at vertical intervals to create chords, and a
behavior for timed parameter changes to create melodic motifs.
Antunes and Leymarie developed a computational ecosystem in
which the agent’s needs for metabolism and procreation determine
their choice of actions[4]. This ecosystem is translated into a dance
performance, with agents born and dying entering and leaving the
stage, and the agents’ actions shown as dance movements.

4.6.4 Evolution. Several examples employ automated fitness func-
tions to generate choreographic material. The Dancing system uses
a generative algorithm to generate Waltz sequences using a fitness
function that rates the quality of a sequence based on stage use,
facing direction, and step distribution[70]. The systems Scuddle and
Cochoreo employ a genetic algorithm to create dance poses whose
fitness function rates how much the poses deviate from common
dance habits[21, 22]. An extended version of the computational
ecosystem by Antunes and Leymarie combines a genetic encoding
of agent traits with reinforcement learning, artificial evolution, and
an implicit fitness function based of reproductive success[3].

Two examples employ interactive fitness functions. The sys-
tem Dance Evolution evolves a neural network that controls the
synchronization of artificial dancers to music[30]. A user can se-
lect an individual dancer whose genome is used to create the next
generation. The extended Counterpoint tool employs interactive
artificial evolution to simplify the search for interesting flocking
behaviors[31]. A user can select multiple simulations as parents
for reproduction. Two examples provide interaction through other
means than a fitness function. For the piece Robodanza, a robot’s
associations of movements to music are either manually or auto-
matically rated. Highly rated associations are used for a similarity
based fitness calculation[45]. For the evolution of scores for a hu-
man and artificial dancer, the dancers performances become new
scores for artificial evolution to operate on[57]. A neural network
for controlling artificial body limbs is evolved using a fitness func-
tion that favors limb movements which are synchronized to a hu-
man dancer[12, 13]. The fitness value can be manually overwritten
to preserve or dispose of a limb behavior a user likes or dislikes.
The robotic installation Performative Ecologies employs a fitness
function that rates the robots’ movements based on the amount of
visitor attention[39]. If there are no visitors, the system switches to
a fitness function that rejects movements that are dissimilar from
each other.

4.6.5 Machine Learning. Two examples use classification to asso-
ciate poses or motions of an artificial dancer with those of a human
dancer. In one example, two sets of poses, one for a human and
one for an artificial dancer are labeled using a weighted nearest
neighbor classifier[38]. For interaction, the artificial dancer selects
poses that possess the same label as those by a human dancer. The
Viewpoints AI system employs a classifier to create gesture represen-
tations from human motions[46]. Response gestures for an artificial
dancer are obtained from pairwise associations of representations
that have been observed in previous interactions.

Some approaches employ clustering to organize and select mo-
tions. For the LuminAI installation, two models are used, one
for dimension reduction and one for clustering[62]. An artificial
dancer responds to interaction by selecting a random gesture from
a cluster to which the current human gesture belongs to. Mc-
Cormick and colleagues employ self-organizing maps for recogniz-
ing human motions and for synthesizing motions for an artificial
dancer[67]. This approach has been extendedwith a HiddenMarkov
Model or a Synaptic Map to recognize and generate sequences of
motions[66, 68].

Some examples employ machine learning to create maps of en-
codings that can be navigated to synthesize motions for an artificial
dancer. Berman and James create pose maps by employing kernel
principal component analysis[5, 6] or variational autoencoders[8].
From these maps, motions of varying originality are created by nav-
igating the map at different distances from encodings of existing
poses. The system GranularDance employs an adversarial autoen-
coder to create a map of encodings of short motions in combination
with a concatenation mechanism to create longer motions[10]. For
this system, navigation strategies such as random walks, trajectory
following, and trajectory interpolation are proposed.

Some examples use sequence prediction models to create syn-
thetic motions. Kasperson and colleagues employed a recurrent
neural network to create an interactive artificial dancer for the piece
Singularity[53]. The choice of architecture was informed by com-
paring the capability of different models to create synthetic motions
for interactive scenarios. Pettee and colleagues conducted a similar
comparison but focused on the usefulness of different models to
operate as choreographic support system[74]. This comparison fa-
vored an autoencoder for poses since it offered the greatest amount
of freedom for creative experimentation. The choreographic system
Chor-RNN employs a recurrent neural network[24] to reproduce
the style and syntax of a specific choreographer.

Two examples for translating music into synthetic movements
employ fairly sophisticated machine learning models. One example
combines a music style classifier with two variational autoencoders,
one for disentangling short motions from starting poses, and one
for creating sequences of motion encodings[60]. Another example
employs two transformer models, one for representing pose se-
quences and one for extracting musical context[61]. Both examples
generate synthetic motions that are synchronized to the beat of mu-
sic, with the first example focusing on synchronization only, while
the second example also takes into account the physical plausibility
and aesthetic diversity of the generated motions.
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5 DISCUSSION
The proposed taxonomy represents an attempt to organize multiple
perspectives on the field of Generative Dance in a structured man-
ner. These perspectives complement formal and aesthetic principles
that are normally foregrounded in discussions about Generative Art
with conceptual, experiential, and collaborative aspects of integrat-
ing generative methods into creative dance practice. It is hoped that
such a broad view helps to identify common grounds and shared
interests between dance and generative art that go beyond purely
practical considerations for artistic production.

As a concrete example, the taxonomy can be used to draw at-
tention to topics and methods that occur frequently or rarely in
Generative Dance. Such topics can help to identify starting points
for potential future direction in research and creation that would
benefit from and foster a mutual exchange between Generative
Dance and Generative Art. A few such topics are briefly mentioned
in the following.

Many examples in Generative Dance that employ robots in the
role of artificial dancers deal with aspects of agency at surface level
only. While this form of agency simplifies the authoring of the
system’s behaviors, it limits the system’s capability to take into
account the uniqueness of each interaction situation and adapt to
it. A first step towards unlocking this largely untapped potential
could involve the adoption of techniques that have been developed
for some of the more elaborate software-based artificial dancers.
As next step towards the realizations of stronger forms of creative
agency for robotic and software-based dancers, research in field of
computation creativity can serve as useful resource, in particular
those research strands that focus on the importance of embodiment
(e.g.[40]).

Improvisational settings that involve multiple artificial entities
have been extensively explored within the field of Musical Metacre-
ation[89]. A variety of approaches have been developed that model
principles of communication and co-creation among improvising
musicians (e.g. [18, 44]). Some of these approaches could be adopted
for simulating ensembles of improvising artificial dancers. By doing
so, Generative Dance could contribute its attention to embodied as-
pects of social creativity which in turn might inspire new research
in Musical Metacreation.

In Generative Art, several artists and researchers have exper-
imented with the creation of site specific works by employing
generative mechanisms that respond to the conditions of the envi-
ronment (e.g. [9, 55]). Despite the fact that site specific practices
have their place in contemporary dance, their recognition in Gen-
erative Dance seems marginal. Site specific artworks in Generative
Art could provide some inspiration for adopting this practice in
Generative Dance.

In both dance and Generative Dance, qualitative aspects of move-
ment have been studied extensively. Generative Art has focused
on qualitative criteria for evaluating aesthetic properties of static
artifacts such as images (e.g. [36]) and lacks principled approaches
for evaluating artifacts in motion. Generative Art could likely ben-
efit from adopting some of the criteria and methods for evaluating
movement and thereby extend the repertory of aesthetic principles
that are at its disposal.

Physical artifacts such as robots exist both in Generative Dance
and Generative Art. What is fairly unique to Generative Dance is
its focus on aspects of tangibility and kinaesthetic empathy, both as
design principle during development and as mode for interaction.
Generative Art typically focuses more strongly on the visual and
acoustic manifestation of its artifacts. By taking tangibility more
strongly into account, Generative Art can create artifacts that offer
a wider range of sensorial and cultural experiences for audiences
and that provide affordances that lend themselves to interaction.

Some research projects within which Generative Dance works
have been realized explore means of incorporating the expertise of
dancers and choreographers on a wider range of topics than move-
ment creation and kinaesthetic empathy. This includes the inter-
disciplinary research project entitled (Capturing) Intention[73] that
lead among others to the realisation of an educational installation[2].
Projects such as this are relevant for Generative Art in that they
highlight how implicit artistic knowledge can be made explicit and
thereby becomes accessible for formalization. As a conrete example,
Generative Art could explore some of the mental imagery tech-
niques employed by choreographers and dancers. Establishing a
close connection between mental magery and generative principles
could foster the creative imagination of audiences beyond a purely
aesthetic appreciation of a generative work.

This list of topics is obviously far from complete. Hopefully,
this publication inspires other artists and researchers to search for
topics they consider worthwhile for further investigation. But even
more importantly, this publication is meant to contribute to a wider
discussion about the unique role that generative approaches play
in dance, and which aspects of dance can potentially inform the
wider field of Generative Art.
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